tinua for O and early B-type stars. We find substantial differences between our values of the Lymancontinuum luminosity and those reported in the literature. We also discuss the systematic discrepancy between O-type stellar masses derived from spectroscopic models and those derived from evolutionary tracks. Most likely, the cause of this "mass discrepancy" lies primarily in the atmospheric models, which are plane parallel and hydrostatic and therefore do not account for an extended atmosphere and the velocity fields in a stellar wind. Finally, we present a new computation of the Lyman-continuum luminosity from 429 known O stars located within 2.5 kpc of the Sun. We find the total ionizing luminosity from this population (Q0m°'= 7.0 x 10 5' photons s 1) to be 47% larger than that determined using the Lyman continuum values tabulated by Panagia.
Subject headings: Stars: atmospheres stars: early-type stars: fundamental parameters --ultraviolet: stars
INTRODUCTION
A basic ingredient of photoionization models of H It regions and starburst galaxies is the Lyman continuum (LyC) photon luminosity produced by massive stars. The classic paper on this subject is that by Panagia (1973) , who used the temperature scale of Conti (1973) , the absolute magnitude scale of Conti & Alschuler (1971) , and a set of non-LTE and line-blanketed LTE model atmospheres (Auer & Mihalas 1972; Hickock & Morton 1968; Bradley & Morton 1969; Van Citters & Morton 1970) to calculate hydrogen ionizing luminosities (Q0) and other stellar parameters for stars with spectral types between 04 and B3 and luminosity classes V, IIl, and I, as well as for objects on the zero-age main sequence (ZAMS). These values have been generally accepted as the standard parameters in the literature.
A more recent tabulation of the ionizing fluxes from O stars has been given by Leitherer (1990) , who used the luminosity and temperature calibrations of SchmidtKaler (1982) and the line-blanketed LTE models of Kurucz (1979) Kurucz (1992; see also Castelli & Kurucz 1994 ) and the models for O-type stars, beginning with the work of Kudritzki (1980) and including the results of Voels et al. (1989) , Bohannan et al. (1990) , Kudritzki et al. (1991) , Grigsby, Morrison, & Anderson (1992) , and Herrero et al. (1992) , among others, represent substantial improvements over earlier attempts to reproduce observed stellar spectra. In addition, the spectral classification system has been extended and refined. Even the accepted value of the bolometric luminosity of the Sun has changed since the papers of Panagia (1973) and Schmidt-Kaler (1982) ; this value sets the zero point of the scales for both the bolometric luminosity and the bolometric correction. Therefore, we believe that new calculations of the LyC luminosities and stellar parameters of OB stars are timely. We have followed a procedure similar to that of Panagia (1973) in order to calculate these values. Using the results of the recent spectral modeling of a large sample of hot stars, we have determined new empirical calibrations of stellar parameters with spectral class. Then, employing a large grid of theoretical spectra derived from the latest atmosphere models available, we have derived a new set of LyC fluxes.
In § 2, we present our new calibrations for the effective temperature T,tr, stellar gravity log g, bolometric correction BC, and absolute visual magnitude My. In § 3, we describe the methods used to determine the stellar bolometric luminosity L, radius R, mass M, and the H°and He°ionizing photon fluxes (q0 and ql, respectively) from our adopted https://ntrs.nasa.gov/search.jsp?R=19970023476 2019-06-27T23:06:20+00:00Z
calibrations and the latest model atmospheres of Kurucz (1992; Castelli & Kurucz 1994) . In § 4, we present our results.
We provide tables of the basic physical stellar parameters and the H°and He°ionizing photon luminosities (Qo and Q1, respectively) for massive stars with spectral types O3-B0. 5 and luminosity classes V (dwarfl, III (giant), and Ia (supergiant).
In addition, we discuss the "mass discrepancy" problem encountered when comparing results from spectroscopic analyses of hot stars with those derived from current evolutionary models. Finally, we use our LyC values to estimate the total LyC luminosity produced by a sample of O-type stars located within 2.5 kpc of the Sun. Our results are summarized in § 5. Kudritzki 1976 Kudritzki , 1980 Abbott & Hummer 1985; Bohannan et al. 1986; Voels et al. 1989 ). The models have been thoroughly reviewed by Kudritzki & Hummer (1990 , hereafter referred to as KH90) and Kudritzki et al. (1991) , and we refer readers to these papers and the references therein. The models continue to be improved, and a number of important effects have recently been incorporated, such as spherical extension, wind blanketing and emission, metal opacities, and line blanketing Kunze, Kudritzki, & Puls 1992; Sellmaier et al. 1993; Herrero 1994) . Non-LTE line-blanketed hydrodynamic models, incorporating spherically expanding winds, have been developed independently by Schaerer & Schmutz (1994) . However, these newer models have yet to be applied to the analysis of large numbers of stars. Therefore, we will rely on the results of the "older" models.
With the current generation of plane-parallel, hydrostatic, non-LTE models of hot stars, a successful fit to an observed O star spectrum requires (at least) four fundamental parameters:
the effective temperature T_fr, the gravity log g, the helium abundance by number y, and the line-of-sight component of the rotation velocity o sin i (see, e.g., Voels et al. 1989; Herrero et al. 1992) . The more sophisticated models incorporating stellar winds and spherical extension require, in addition, a description of the structure of the wind, in terms of mass-loss rate, density profile, and velocity field Sellmaier et al. 1993; Schaerer & Schmutz 1994 ). We will not be concerned with the helium abundance in this paper and will assume that the determinations of the remaining stellar parameters (Telr, log y, and v sin i) are not greatly affected by variations in the value of y. In fact, we will assume that all Galactic O-type stars discussed here have the same value of y. (We adopt y = 0.1.) The rotation velocity will be used only to make small corrections to log g to account for the centrifugal force in rapidly rotating stars. With the values of T¢, and log # Mihalas (1972) . Conti (1973 Conti ( , 1975 Lamers (1981) and Remie & Lamers (1982) . The calibrations of T_fr as a function of spectral type presented by Lamers (1981) and Conti (1975) Conti (1975) and Lamers (1981) . The method of fitting line profiles used by Kudritzki (1980) has become the primary source of new temperature determinations for O-type stars (e.g., Voels 1989; Herrero et al. 1992) . Conti (1988) also presented a revised temperature calibration based on values of Tel f determined from various methods.
The revised scale is nearly identical to his earlier scale (Conti 1975) Lennon et ai. (1991a, b) , Kolb (1991) , Herrero et al. (1992) , and Herrero (1994 Kolb (1991) , and Herrero et al. (1992) . For HD 34078, we averaged the non-wind-blanketed results from Voels et al. (1989) and Herrero et al. (1992) ; for HD 46223, we took the weighted average of the non-wind-blanketed results from Imhoff (1990) and Bohannan et al. (1990) . Uncertainties on the individual values of the temperature and gravity were taken directly from the results of the spectroscopic analyses. For HD 34078, HD 46233, and HD 46966, we adopted the errors of the mean values for both quantities.
For HD 46150, the two reported sets of temperature and gravity estimates are separated by an amount larger than the error ranges; in this case it seemed more reasonable to use the standard deviations rather than the errors of the means.
To construct an accurate calibration of parameters as a function of spectral class, consistent spectral classifications are crucial.
Nearly all the stars in the sample have been classified in various papers by Walborn (1971 Walborn ( , 1972 Walborn ( , 1973 Walborn ( , 1976 Walborn ( , 1982 , and we adopted his spectral classifications whenever possible. The classifications systems of Conti (Conti & Aischuler 1971; Conti & Leep 1974; Conti & Frost 1977) and Mathys (1988 Mathys ( , 1989 yield similar spectral classifications for most stars.
A plot of effective temperature versus spectral type for the stars in our sample is presented in Figure 2 . Effective temperature is clearly correlated with spectral type; a variation with luminosity class is also apparent for spectral types 06 and later. To derive a calibration for Tell, we assumed that the effective temperature is a function of both spectral type and luminosity class with the form
where S is the numerical spectral type (between 3 and 10.5 for luminosity classes Ib-V and between 3 and 9.7 for luminosity class Ia; see below) and L c is the numerical luminosity class (between ! and 5). Higher order functions are not justified, given the scatter and the error bars on the data points.
We fitted the data points using a multidimensional leastsquares routine. This allowed us to use all the stars in the sample to determine the best-fit values of the coefficients in the assumed relation.
In performing the fit, we assigned a numerical luminosity class (Lc) value of 1.0 to stars with S = Spectral type between 3 and 10.5 (for luminosity classes V Ibt or between 3 and 9.5 ffor luminosity class lal; Lc = luminosity class between 1 and 5.
b Teffin units of 10 3 K. Spectroscopic value, derived from the values determined from the spectroscopic analyses of the individual stars listed in Tables 1-3. d Evolutionary value, derived from interpolation in the evolutionary tracks; see text.
of unblanketed models, although the differences appear to be small (see, e.g., Werner 1988) . When fitting the observed profiles of the Balmer lines, the unblanketed models may therefore yield effective temperatures which are slightly too high. On the other hand, the models used by Grigsby et al. (1992) tend to produce Balmer lines whose cores are deeper than those observed.
Therefore, the effective temperatures derived by Grigsby et al. (1992) may be underestimated.
In both types of non-LTE models (with and without line blanketing), the effects of wind emission and wind blanketing on the observed Balmer profiles have been neglected. Both effects are expected to reduce the derived effective temperatures.
In general, the temperatures derived from the current generation of non-LTE model atmospheres may have substantial systematic uncertainties owing to the incomplete nature of the models.
log y Calibration
We used the same data sample and numerical procedures outlined above to derive a calibration for log 9 as a function of spectral type and luminosity class for OB stars. All values of log 9 have been corrected for the effects of rotation with the relation
where g is the true stellar gravity, geff is the effective gravity determined from the model fits to the observed line profiles, v sin i is the observed component of the stellar rotation velocity, and R is the stellar radius. Here we use the measured quantity, (v sin i) 2, to approximate the centrifugal term, (v sin 0) 2, averaged over the stellar disk. The rotation velocity and radius values determined from the models were used to compute the correction term. In a few cases in which the radius was not given, we employed a calibration of radius with spectral type and luminosity class to estimate R. For some stars for which the rotation velocities determined from the most recent spectral fits were not reported, the values of v sin i were taken from earlier modeling attempts. We found the rotation velocities reported by various groups using different atmosphere models to be fairly consistent. In general, the correction for stellar rotation is very small and the approximate rotation velocity and radius values we used are more than adequate for our purposes. The relation between the spectroscopic value of log g and the spectral type S and luminosity class L c was assumed to be given by the expression
and we determined the coefficients from a multidimensional In § 4.3, we discuss at length the differences between the gravities determined from atmosphere models (spectroscopic analyses) and those derived from evolutionary models. It should be pointed out that the values of log g listed in Tables  1-3 were derived from models which do not account for possible contamination of the absorption line profiles by wind emission. Inclusion of this effect is expected to result in an increase in the derived stellar gravities. It may be necessary to redetermine the calibrations of T_, and log g with spectral class when more complete models of hot stars become available. Herrero et al. (1990 Herrero et al. ( , 1992 , the BCs were determined from the following equation: (4) where T_mo is the effective temperature of the Sun, taken to be 5777 K (Kurucz 1992) , V is the integral over wavelength of the product of the theoretical stellar flux from the atmosphere models and the V filter function of Matthews & Sandage (1963) , and the numerical constant is an absolute calibration value (Kudritzki 1980; Herrero et al. 1992) . The value of the V integral is explicitly listed by Herrero et ai. (1990 Herrero et ai. ( , 1992 . For stars taken from Voels et al. (1989) and Bohannan et al. (1990) , we adopted the BCs calculated from the models and explicitly given in these papers. For HD 34078, we included two separate BCs derived from the results of Herrero et al. (1992) and Voels et al. (1989) . In several cases, the reported BC values were derived from wind-blanketed models; in these cases we adopted the wind-blanketed values for T_fe and log 9_ff. In all cases, we adopted the effective temperature and effective gravity of the original model from which the BC was calculated; therefore, the BCs listed in Tables 1-3 may not necessarily  correspond to the values of Teff and log g given in these tables. We also included in our sample the BCs determined from 11 models calculated by Abbott & Hummer (1985) . We excluded the BCs determined by Herrero et al. (1990) for five stars (HD 15629, BD-4-60 513, HD 15558, HD 16429, and HD 15570) from subsequent analysis. The BC values for these stars are all systematically about 0.5 mag larger than the values found for other stars (taken from other sources) with similar effective temperatures and gravities. The values of T_ff and log 9 listed by Herrero et al. (1990) for these stars, however, seem to be consistent with other objects with the same spectral types and luminosity classes. This suggests that the values of the V integral calculated by Herrero et al. (1990) are systematically too small (negative) by about 0.5 mag.
Bolometric Corrections
As shown in Figure 5 , the BCs for the 47 points in our sample are correlated extremely well with log Tat and show little dependence on log 9. We fitted the BCs as a linear function of both log T_ff and log g and derived the relation BC = 28.46(+0.16) -7.08(___0.11) log T_ff + 0.08(+_ 0.02) log g.
The inclusion of a cross term did not yield a statistically better fit. As can be seen from this equation, the dependence on log g is extremely weak; the simple relation derived by fitting the BC values as a function of log Tcff alone, BC = 27.66 -6.84 log T¢ff,
reproduces the BCs determined from equation (5) to within 0.06 mag over the entire range in log T_fr and log g of interest here. Equations (5) and (6) Abbott & Hummer (1985, marked AH85) . The solid line denotes the fit given in eq. (6) to the points. The dashed line represents the relation given by Malagnini et al. (1986) .
However, because equation (5) is based on the results from more recent non-LTE models and far more data points and accounts explicitly for variations with log g, we feel it is more reliable than their expression.
The BC values calculated from equations (5) and (6) (Massey et al. 1989 ), LH 9 and LH 10 (Parker et al. 1992 ) and LH 58 (Garmany, Massey, & Parker 1994 Note that we used the individual stellar Mv values to determine the fit coefficients, not the averages shown in Figure 6 .
In performing the fit, all 338 stars were weighted equally, with a = 0.5 mag. The values of the coefficients and their uncertainties are listed in Table 4 ; the resulting My calibrations for three luminosity classes are shown in Figure 6 . The rms deviation of the data points from the best fit is about 0.67 mag. The values of My calculated for specific spectral types and luminosity classes are presented in Tables 5-7. 3. CALCULATIONS Unfortunately, we are not able to calibrate the LyC flux from hot stars as a function of spectral type and luminosity class as we did for T_ff, log #, and My; the values ofqo and q_, or Qo and Q1, are rarely reported as results of the non-LTE spectroscopic analyses of individual stars and, in the case of O-type stars, the LyC region of the spectrum has never been observed directly. Furthermore, no extensive and well-sampled grid of q values calculated from the current generation of non-LTE atmosphere models at a large set of (T_rr, log g) points is presently available.
Instead, we must use other model atmospheres to determine q and Q as a function of the stellar parameters.
We chose to use the latest models of Kurucz (1992; see also Castelli & Kurucz 1994 ). Here we describe the method by which we determined the stellar parameters and the ionizing fluxes and luminosities for a given spectral type and luminosity class. For each spectral class we determined Tuf, log g, and Mv from equations
(1), (3), and (7), respectively. 
We adopted Mbo_.o = 4.75 mag (Allen 1976 ) and BC o = -0.07 mag (Code et al. 1976 Tables 5-7 . In Figure  7 we plot the temperatures and luminosities derived from our calibrations for O and B stars of luminosity classes V, III, and Ia, on the H-R diagram. The upper mass end of the theoretical ZAMS predicted by the evolutionary calculations of Schaller et al. (1992) is also shown in this figure. The qualitative agreement between the spectroscopic results and the evolutionary calculations is quite good. The stellar radius R was then determined from the luminosity and the effective temperature with the equation
The stellar mass was determined from the relation Schaller et al. (1992) . This estimate of the mass is referred to as the "evolutionary mass," M¢vol, which is associated with a value of the stellar gravity, log g,vot. Since the luminosity is a weak function of the gravity (through the bolometric correction), we used the gravity determined from the spectroscopic results (log gspec) as a first guess for log g_vo_,calculated the bolometric correction and luminosity from equations (5) and (8), respectively, and then redetermined Mcvo_ and log gc,.oV We iterated in this manner until the stellar parameters converged. Throughout our calculations, we assumed the stars were in the first C redward ") phase of their evolution, moving away from the ZAMS toward lower effective temperatures.
In Tables 5-7 , we give both the spectroscopic and evolutionary values of the gravity and mass for the various spectral types and luminosity classes. For completeness, we also fitted the values of log g,_o_ as a function of spectral type and luminosity class with the expression given in equation (3); the best-fit coefficients A, B, C, and D and their uncertainties are given in Table 4 . The evolutionary values of the mass and gravity are found to be systematically larger than the corresponding spectroscopic values. We discuss this "mass discrepancy" at length below ( § 4.3). Fortunately for this study, the values ofqo and qt are only weakly dependent on the value of log g and therefore are relatively insensitive to variations in the gravity on the order of the difference between log g_p_c and log g_vo_, or between log gar and log g.
The theoretical ionizing photon fluxes (photons cm 2 s t) were computed from the solar metallicity (y = 0.1 by 923 number) models of Kurucz (1992) with the equation 
Here qo corresponds to 21Ore ) = 912 A, while qt corresponds to 21_ = 504 A. _ The quantity F_ is the flux density at wavelength 2, obtained from the Kurucz (1992) model with a given temperature and gravity. We calculated log q for each available Kurucz (1992) as a function of log T_. and log g, on the extended grids of log q values. At each point we required that no interpolated value of log qo be larger than the corresponding value derived from a blackbody at the same temperature; no upper limit was placed on the interpolated values of log qt. This method of extending and performing the interpolations on the log q grids is similar to that used by Vacca (1994 
Lyman Continuum Fluxes
In Tables 5 7, we present Figure  8 .
Similar plots for Q I are given in Figure  9 . Plots of Qo as a function of spectroscopic mass and evolutionary mass are presented in Figure  10 . In Figure  l Figure  3a and Figure  1 la. In Figure  1 lb we compare the log Q0 values given by Leitherer (1990) Fza. &--The variation of the H ionizing photon luminosity, Qo, with (a) spectral subtype and (b)effective temperature for three major luminosity classes. The points denote values forthe spectral subtypes, at each half-subtype, between 03 and B0.5(for class V and |II stars) and between 03 and 09.5 (for class ia stars). Subtypes 10 and greater refer to B stars.
in his calculations, the differences between our values of Qo and his are primarily due to the differences between our calibrations for T_fr and M v ( § 2) and those of SchmidtKaler (1982) .
For the earliest subtypes, the values of Qo, Q l, and the ratio Qt/Qo derived from our calculations are very close to those determined from blackbody spectral energy distributions. This is due to the fact that we assumed that both q0 and q_ approach their respective blackbody values at high T_ff. Although this assumption appears to be reasonable for these integrals of the flux (and stabilizes the interpolation procedure on the grids of log q values), it does not imply that the actual stellar flux distributions as a function of wavelength, F_(2), approach a blackbody shape. To provide further justification for our assumptions and methods, we attempted to confirm that the ionizing fluxes determined from our procedures were similar to and consistent with those determined from various models constructed specifically for hot stars. We compared our values of the LyC.)Cluxes (qo) with those derived from the non-LTE, plane-parallel hot star atmosphere models computed by Husfeld et al. (1984) , Abbott & Hummer (1985) , Clegg & Middlemass (1987) , and Voels et al. (1989) . These models include only H and He and therefore do not account for additional opacity in the Lyman continuum due to the presence of metals. Some of the models incorporate mass loss through a stellar wind and the effects of wind blanketing.
In general, the agreement between our estimates of qo and those computed from these models was found to be better than about 20"/0.
We also compared our qo values with those from the non-LTE atmosphere models of Kudritzki et al. (1991) and Kunze et al. (1992 Kunze et al. ( , 1994 . These models are plane-parallel and hydrostatic, and account for the effects of wind blanketing and CNO (as well as H and He) opacities on the emergent fluxes. For class V stars with temperatures between 35,000 and 51,000 K and gravities of log g = 4.0, the qo values presented by Kudritzki et al. (1991) agree with our values to better than about 20%. Our values were found to be systematically larger, with the largest discrepancy occurring at the lowest temperature. For class I stars with the same temperatures, the agreement was within 25°/,,; here our values were systematically smaller, but again the largest discrepancy occurred at the lowest temperature.
Similar results and levels of agreement were found upon comparing our values with those determined from the models provided by Kunze et al. (1992) over the ranges in temperature and gravity appropriate to the stars in this study; again, the discrepancy between the two sets of values was largest for the lowest temperatures considered.
A comparison
between the values of q_ derived from the Kudritzki et al. (1991) models and those presented here reveals that our values are systematically smaller by factors between 1.3 and 2.6 for class V stars. For class I stars, our q, values derived from the Kurucz models are systematically smaller by factors of 2-6. Similar factors were found when we compared our values ofqt with these calculated from the Kunze et al. (1992) models, although the discrepancies were no longer systematic.
For certain combinations of Teef and log g, the Kurucz models yield substantially larger values of q_ than the Kunze et al. (1992) models.
We also compared our estimates of q for one particular set of stellar parameters with those computed by Schaerer & Schmutz (1994) , [,t,l,l,l,lll,l 
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O AND EARLY B-TYPE STARS 927 g = 3.5) and yields log q0 = 24.41 and log q_ = 23.86. For the same parameters, we find log qo = 24.42 and log q_ = 23.54. The two values ofqo agree within 5% ; our value ofq_ is about a factor of 2 smaller.
In summary, we believe that our values of q0 agree within about 25% with those derived from the current generation of non-LTE models used to analyze the spectra of O and early B-type stars. Surprisingly, the agreement is better at higher temperatures.
These results appear to justify our use of blackbody energy distributions at high T_ff. Our values of qt are roughly a factor of 2 smaller than those determined from these non-LTE models. When improved hot star atmosphere models, incorporating the effects of non-LTE, spherical extension, line blanketing, wind emission, and wind blanketing, become widely available and are applied to a large sample of OB stars, the calibrations of Tel f and log g presented here will have to be reevaluated, and the values of qo and, in particular, q_ will have to be recalculated. While the LyC fluxes derived from the Unified Model Atmospheres (e.g., Gabler et al. 1992) or line-blanketed hydrodynamic models (e.g., Schaerer & Schmutz 1994) may not differ substantially from the values presented here for a
given Tel f and log g, the slightly lower effective temperatures and higher gravities expected from these new models for stars of any given spectral class (see below) imply that the LyC fluxes for each spectral class will decrease slightly. The precise amount by which the qo values will change, however,
is not yet known. At present, we have to be content with the Kurucz models and be aware of their approximate nature. Of course, the best means of evaluating the accuracy and reliability of the ionizing fluxes presented here is to compare the values with actual observations of individual stars.
Unfortunately, direct observations of the Lyman continuum spectral region are currently available for only two hot stars, fl CMa (B! lIl) and E CMa (B2 II), both of which have spectral classifications outside the range discussed in this paper. Curiously, the observations yield ambiguous results.
Observations of E CMa with the ROSA T Wide Field Camera (Hoare, Drew, & Denby 1993) and the Extreme Ultraviolet Explorer (EUVE) (Cassinelli et al. 1995a) indicate that the LyC flux of this star is a factor of _30 larger than that predicted by both the LTE lineblanketed model atmospheres of Kurucz (1992) and the non-LTE line-blanketed models of Hubeny (1988) and Hubeny & Lanz (1992) for the assumed set of intrinsic stellar parameters (Tar = 21,000 K, log ,,7= 3.2). On the other hand, ROSAT observations of fl CMa (Hoare et al. 1993 ) yield count rates which are broadly consistent with the LyC flux predicted by both the Kurucz (1992) models and the non-LTE unblanketed models of Mihalas (1972) , even though this star has a higher effective temperature than E CMa. Cassinelli et al. (1995b) have recently completed an analysis of the spectrum of fl CMa obtained with EU VE in the wavelength range 500-700 /k. After combining the EUVE spectrum with ultraviolet, optical, and infrared observations, these authors find that neither the LTE models of Kurucz (1992) nor the non-LTE models of Hubeny & Lanz (1992) can provide a consistent representation of the observed spectral energy distribution of this star over all wavelength ranges. They derive two sets of stellar parameters (Tel f = 24,800 K, log g = 3.7 and reef f = 23,250 K, log ,q = 3.5), depending on which set of observations they attempt to fit. A Kurucz (1992) 
where n. is the H number density per unit volume and _n is the "case B" rate coefficient for recombination to all levels above the ground level (Osterbrock 1989) . In a uniformdensity medium, with nu = (100 cm 3)n_o o and an electron temperature of T = 104 K, values typical of H II regions, we have R, = 3.16(Q0/104'_ s I)I"sHI(2{3 pc,
where we have scaled Qo by the value appropriate for an 07.5 V star. Str6mgren radii are listed for each spectral class in Tables 5 7. 
Masses and the Mass Discrepancy
Both the spectroscopic masses (M_p_,) and the evolutionary masses (Memo0 are listed in Tables 5-7 for stars of specific spectral types and luminosity classes. In Figure 12a we plot the ratio M_,oj/M_o¢_ versus O subtype for luminosity classes V, Ill, and Ia. The difference between the two mass estimates is systematic (the evolutionary masses are systematically larger than the spectroscopic masses) and substantial (approaching factors of 2), particularly for the earliest subtypes. This systematic difference between the values of M_p¢_ and M_o_ is known as the "mass discrepancy. " Herrero et al. (1992) found a similar discrepancy in their analysis of Galactic O-type giant and supergiant stars and gave a detailed discussion of the possible causes. However, contrary to the results of Herrero et al. (1992) , but in agreement with those obtained by Groenewegen, Lamers, & Pauldrach (1989) , we find that the mass discrepancy occurs in all luminosity classes, including luminosity class V. The magnitude of the mass discrepancy found by Groencwcgen et al. (1989) is nearly identical to that fotmd here.
The mass discrepancy cannot be attributable solely to a problem in the Tar determinations, as systematic reductions in the effective temperatures on the order of 10,000 K (and substantially more in many cases) would be required to bring the two mass estimates into agreement. Such a large error in the spectroscopic temperature determinations seems unlikely. Furthermore, for any given T_, and spectral classification, the values of BC, L, and R determined from the spectroscopic analysis and the evolutionary models are nearly identical.
Thus, the mass discrepancy found at any particular value of Teff must be caused primarily by the different values of the gravity determined from the stellar atmosphere models and from the evolutionary models. Note that the effective gravity determined from model fits to the photospheric lines in the spectra of hot stars is not necessarily equal to the true stellar gravity. Owing to the levitating effects of the wind (and ultimately, the strong radiation pressure which drives the wind), the effective gravity is expected to be reduced with respect to the true gravity for O and early B-type stars.
In Figure  12b we plot the difference between the evolutionary and spectroscopic values of log t/versus the stellar luminosity for spectral types between 03 and B0.5 and luminosity classes V, III, and Ia. The maximum value of the discrepancy in log g varies with luminosity class but is always less than 0.3. More importantly, the discrepancy is clearly a function of the stellar luminosity, increasing as the stellar luminosity increases, with a functional dependence on luminosity that is approximately the same for all luminosity classes. A linear fit to all the points in Figure  12b yields a slope of 0.19; that is, A log g = 0.19 log (L/Lo) + Constant.
Although the luminosity class III points fall systematically below the best fit, and the class Ia points fall systematically above it, all three classes exhibit the same trend and similar slopes. This again suggests that the cause of the discrepancy lies primarily with the atmosphere models, which do not account for physical extension, mass outflow, and velocity fields in stellar winds. As the stellar luminosity increases, the effects of the radiation-driven winds should play a larger role in determining the emergent stellar spectrum. Gabler et al. (1989) found that the H), absorption line profile, normally used to determine log g for a star, can be affected significantly by wind emission. The wind emission partially fills in the H 7 line and causes the emergent line profile to appear narrower and shallower than if the line were purely photospheric in origin (i.e., if a wind were not present). Schaerer & Schmutz (1994) found similar contamination of photospheric lines by wind emission in their spherically extended hydrodynamic line-blanketed models. These results imply that the present generation of plane-parallel hydrostatic models may underestimate the true stellar gravity and mass of the hottest stars with dense winds by about 0.10 0.15 dex. Sellmaier et al. (1993) and Pauidrach et al. (1994) confirm this finding for the 04 I star ( Puppis; Herrero et al. (1995) find similar results for the 09 lab star HDE 226868.
It should be noted that Schaerer & Schmutz (1994) Abbott & Hummer (1985) and Bohannan et al. (1986 Bohannan et al. ( , 1990 . However, the results of Schaerer & Schmutz (1994) also indicate that the mass-loss rate and velocity field in the wind can also have significant effects on the profiles of the photospheric H and He lines, and these effects are of the same order as those produced by the line blanketing. Therefore, there is some uncertainty in both the magnitude and the direction of the changes in Te, and log g (and hence, mass) between the values determined with the current generation of models and those found with models which correctly incorporate the full effects of stellar winds. It may be necessary to redetermine the calibrations of Ter f and log 9 with spectral class and reexamine the masses and the mass discrepancy problem when newer generations of models, which incorporate the physical effects mentioned above, are applied to a large sample of hot stars. An alternative explanation for the mass discrepancy is that the mass-loss rates used in the evolutionary models are systematically too small at high luminosities. Increasing the mass-loss rates would result in smaller stellar masses at any given point in the H-R diagram. However, the effects of the increased mass-loss rates on the estimated evolutionary masses of luminosity class V stars would be expected to be extremely small. Nevertheless, we investigated the possibility that the latest evolutionary tracks of Maeder & Meynet (1994) might reduce the mass discrepancy. These new tracks incorporate mass-loss rates in the mainsequence phase which are a factor of 2 larger than those used in the evolution models of Schaller et al. (1992) .
Although the evolutionary masses of supergiants calculated with the new tracks were indeed found to be systematically smaller than those listed in Table 7 (which were calculated with the tracks from Schaller et al. 1992 ), the decrease is not nearly enough to resolve the mass discrepancy. Furthermore, the reductions in the masses of luminosity class V and III stars are negligible. Clearly, the mass-loss rates would have to be increased substantially more than a factor of 2 if they are the cause of the mass discrepancy. However, the combination of the revised mass tracks and the more sophisticated model atmospheres may resolve the mass discrepancy.
The decreased temperatures, increased gravities, and increased mass-loss rates expected from improved models of hot stars will probably bring the masses derived from the spectroscopic analysis and those derived from the evolutionary tracks into agreement.
Ionizing Luminosity from Galactic 0 Stars
As a first application of our results for the LyC luminosities of hot stars, we computed the total ionizing luminosity from a sample of O stars in the solar neighborhood. The total LyC photon luminosity and the LyC areal production rate WLyc (cm -2 s-l) for the region within 2.5 kpc of the Sun are quantities of interest for models of the ionizing flux in the Galactic disk (Reynolds 1984; Dove & Shull 1994) . For example, the diffuse Galactic Ha emission observed at high Galactic latitudes requires an ionizing photon flux of 2 x 106 cm 2 s-t outward from each side of the Galactic disk into the halo to maintain the emitting gas at an equilibrium ionization state at T _ 104 K (Reynolds 1984). Of the many possible sources of ionizing radiation, only O stars appear to produce sufficient LyC flux to account for the observed Hot emission. The LyC photon flux from O stars in the Galactic disk that is able to ionize gas at high latitudes is approximately equal to tlJtyC(fesc)/2, where (fe,,c) is the mean fraction of ionizing radiation that escapes from both sides of the Galactic H 1 layer. Dove & Shull (1994) made detailed calculations of the escape fractions, fe_, through "H n chimneys"above OB associations. Using three-component exponential or Guassian models of the vertical H 1 distribution, they found (f,_c) >-0.14. They also estimated the local O-star LyC photon production rate, based on preliminary versions of our LyC results and a catalog of known O-type stars within 2.5 kpc of the Sun. They found Q_Ot = 6.15 x 10 sl s i and an areal production rate WLyC = 3.3 × 107 cm 2 s i considerably higher than the corresponding values derived from the ionizing fluxes given by Panagia (1973) .
In our present calculation, we used a list of O-type stars located within 2.5 kpc of the Sun generated from an extension of the work by Garmany & Stencel (1992) (Garmany & Vacca 1995) will extend this study to cover the rest of the Galactic plane and will yield a convenient list of association and field O stars. A complete discussion of these stars is beyond the scope of this paper; our purpose here is only to estimate the total gyC photon production rate from a sample of stars and compare the result computed using our values of the stellar ionizing luminosities with that derived from the values given by Panagia (1973) .
Known OB associations, whose distances were taken either from Garmany & Stencel (1992) or from Humphreys (1978) , were used to construct a sample of O stars that are cluster or association members within 2.5 kpc of the Sun. The distances of field stars were derived from spectroscopic parallax, using the absolute magnitude calibration presented in § 2.4 and the assumptions that the intrinsic B-V color of O stars is -0.31
and that the ratio of total to selective extinction is 3.1. Field stars located within 2.5 kpc of the Sun were then added to the sample. The resulting sample of 429 O-type stars was used to compute the total LyC production rate. The same has been done for stars in luminosity classes II and IlI and for stars in luminosity classes IV and V. Stars without luminosity classifications were assigned to luminosity class V. These 429 stars provide Q_Ot= 7.00 x l05_s land_t, Lyc=3.74 x 10 vcm -z, values which are 47'!/,, higher than those computed using the ionizing luminosities given by Panagia (1973) (Qo TM = 4.77 x 1051 s-l). With our latest calibrations and stellar catalog, the LyC production rates are even higher than those estimated by Dove & Shull (1994) .
Since Qo TM was estimated from a sample of stars within a distance of 2.5 kpc of the Sun, a corresponding value for the entire Milky Way disk of radius 12 kpc, Qo _al, can be obtained by multiplying Qo TM by 23; we find QoCa_= 1.6 x 1053 s _. The LyC photon luminosity from the entire Galaxy has been estimated to be Qo _al = (3 _+ 1) x 1053 s--l (Mezger 1978) ; recent COBE observations of Galactic [N It] 205/_m emission yield a value ofQo _al = 3.5 x 1053 s _ (Bennett et al. 1994 ). Thus, a simple scaling from the local solar vicinity provides a surprisingly good estimate of the Galactic production rate of ionizing photons.
CONCLUSIONS
We have presented new calibrations of the effective temperature, gravity, and absolute visual magnitude as a function of spectral type and luminosity class for O and early B-type stars. The calibrations were derived from the recent results of spectroscopic analyses of hot star absorption line spectra with non-LTE models. The results of these models also enable us to determine the dependence of the bolometric correction on effective temperature and gravity. All these calibrations are presented as convenient mathematical formulae.
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from T_ff and L back to spectral types and luminosity classes, an inversion that should be particularly useful in spectral synthesis codes which combine evolutionary tracks in the H-R diagram with libraries of actual stellar spectra (e.g., Leitherer, Robert, & Drissen 1992; Robert, Leitherer, & Heckman 1993) .
The effective temperature correlates well with spectral type; there is little difference in Tef f between the various luminosity classes over the subtype range investigated here (Fig. 2) . The gravity, on the other hand, provides the distinction between luminosity classes, with the variation in log 9 with subtype different for class V stars than for class I stars (Fig. 4) . Figtz-es 2 and 4 also reflect the observational fact that it is nearly impossible to differentiate between the various luminosity I subclasses for stars with spectral types earlier than about 06.5; for these spectral types, there is little difference in the effective temperatures or gravities among the luminosity I subclasses. As might be expected, the bolometric correction depends primarily on the effective temperature, although there is a weak dependence on the gravity (Fig. 5) .
Using the recent models of stellar evolution calculated by Schaller et al. (1992) , the model atmospheres constructed by Kurucz (1992) , and our calibrations of Weft, log g, and My, we have determined the intrinsic parameters and the H° (  Lyman continuum) and He°ionizing luminosities for O and early B stars. We find LyC luminosities significantly larger than those given by Panagia (1973) , particularly for early B-type stars (Fig. 11) . This increase in the ionizing luminosities of individual stars results in a 47% increase in the estimated total LyC luminosity from the O star population within 2.5 kpc of the Sun. Hot stars are the sources of the photoionizing radiation responsible for the strong Balmer emission lines seen in the optical spectra of H It regions, H n galaxies, and starburst galaxies. With the ionizing luminosities provided in Tables 5-7 and Figures 8 (Fig. 7) with the evolutionary models of Schaller et al. (1992) , we find that the masses determined from the spectroscopic analysis are systematically smaller than those derived from the evolutionary tracks for the hottest stars (Fig.  2a) . This "mass discrepancy" applies to all luminosity classes and is a function of the stellar luminosity (Fig. 2b) . Although the large discrepancy between evolutionary and spectroscopic masses has been recognized for some time among those who study hot stars (e.g., Groenewegen et al. 1989) , it does not appear to be common knowledge among the general astronomical community, in accord with the findings of other studies, we suggest that the current generation of plane-parallel atmosphere models for hot stars is primarily responsible for the discrepancy, and that the recent improvements in these models (e.g., inclusion of spherical extension, metals, line blanketing, and wind effects) will result in substantial progress in eliminating the discrepancy. 
